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About This Game

"Portals... found buried on Earth. Who made them? We know not. Now we humble humans use them to travel to the stars."

Introduction

We have a new mission for you. Planet: Gliese 581 g. Tests indicate relative safety. Space suit will be required. Gravity 0.15g.
You will find oxygen bubbles in the atmosphere.

Beware of the fauna, stay alive and find a portal to come back for fame and glory!

Modifying the game

You can create new levels for the game or modify the existing ones and share with your friends. See the file MODIFY.html
included with the game.
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I like it very much. Progression, nice combat system, well rounded - buy it!. Crappy controls, boring, lack of mechanics. Don't
waste your money on this one.. WORTH EVERY PENNY! all 13 of them. But seriously this game has potential however right
now it is not anywhere near finished. Right now it is at more of what you'd expect from a trial version of a game than a beta,
you expect a beta to be semi finished but not polished and still buggy, but this is literally 3 levels of play and 4 character levels.
There are a bunch of items you can't use at this time. I understand this is early access so I'm not going to be too critical until it
goes further. The devs have a lot of work ahead to make this a finished game and I can't wait to see it.

EDIT: It could be a good game, however there have been no updates, and in july of last year the devs said an engine switch and
update would be coming soon. Until a real update comes along it isn't worth getting.. Check out the full review @ 
https:\/\/vivereport.com\/2016\/09\/27\/carpe-lucem-vr-a-steam-punk-puzzle-paradise\/

" This game is sensory heaven \u2013 the visuals and the music just melt into each other like butter on fresh toast."

Your goal is to manipulate different colors of light that flow from suspended vials. You have to direct the stream toward
mechanical flowers of the same color. Tools consist of mirrors, separators, converters and mixers, which all look straight out of
a mad scientist\u2019s lab from the Industrial Revolution \u2014 brass cogs, gears, coils. You get the idea. Once all color
streams are matched to flowers, you move on to the next puzzle. What\u2019s great is that the light spectrum combinations are
actually spot-on.. I DON'T REMEMBER IF I ACTUALLY PAID FOR THIS OR NOT BUT IF I DID I TOTALLY REGRET
THAT. I was so excited that Cyanide had decided to release a sequel to Pro Rugby Manager 2; however I have only played the
game twice as I realised all they had done was re-release the old game with a new roster in a profit grabbing move. I am happy
to support developers who innovate....this is not the case with this game. AVOID LIKE THE PLAGUE!!!
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The Season Pass has already been a worthwhile purchase for me. I received all of the extra content plus I support the developer
for this excellent series of games. I want all of the expansions for it, anyway.. Hey everyone, I have a question regarding Next
Up Hero.
So I was playing the lame tundra quest and managed to get to Level 3 without any damage at all. But from this point, whenever I
killed an enemy and collected what they dropped, I lost some hp. I noticed that everytime I collect 1 prestige, I lost 1 hp. Quite
frustrating. By the time I reached a mini boss on level 5, I almost died immediately. Has anyone experienced something similar?
Apart from that, brilliant game!
. Literally just doesn't respect your time.

Many instant death pit falls, long travel time between screens that contain nothing, no map, an overworld that doesn't clearly
dillineate what things you need, damage as a deterrence (completely unclear where to go without just being bodied by enemies
that you can't kill)

This isn't a very good metroidvania, as the backtracking is long, punishing, and unrewarding.

The people that complain about the hitboxes are complaining that their rancid meat has cucumbers on it instead of the pickles
they ordered.. There is a gamebreaking bug (for some people), that doesn't allow you to proceed at the end of the tutorial, but
read the developers advice in 'Discussions' for hints to fix the problem. He will point you to a specific profile file, try his
suggestions but If it still doesn't work, change 'Tutorial=0' to 'Tutorial=1', and it will unlock the rest of the stages. It's really a
shame, because this is a great game, and hopefully the dev can just change that number for everyone, regardless of them using
the tute. Still do the tute, though. The bug is only when trying to 'leave' the tutorial. Great work though, Dev.. As soon as I
walked outta town some red nerd killed me with arrows.

5\/10

play at your own risk.. Still stuck on Mission 2:
- The game does have its charm, but right now I am stuck on a mini-game, which probably due to my poor skill set, cannot seem
to get past (no left-handed controls, and in my opinion a poor control scheme, are contributors as well). There is also a game-
breaking bug in the mini-game after some random number of attempts.
That I've spent more time on the mini-game now than the actual game itself, and completing the mini-game is essential to
progress, have finally lead me to abandon the game.
- I've contacted the developers for guidance, help, a way to skip past it. They said they would look into it, but with a couple of
weeks passed by, no response has been received.

For others that make it past this mini-game, congratulations, and I hope the rest of the game was fun.
Abandoning a game due to being unable to get past a required mini-game is a first for myself. Unfortunately, such an experience
will not lead to a positive review.

Part Way Through Mission 2
- Other observations: If you're using Oculus Rift, your grip buttons seems to serve no useful purpose; seems gripping is done
using the trigger button.
- Some aspects of the environment can seem awfully 2-D at times (some of the floor details in Mission 2).
- Ran into a case where as I was trying to interact with a certain non-terrestrial someone in their chamber, my movement in the
corridor became awfully choppy (almost like re-projection). Once I left the area , overall game performance seemed to stabilize.
- Mission 2 succeeds better in its attempts to be funny. Nothing that will have you rolling on the floor, but there is some good
dry humor.
- There is still no gunplay as of yet, but how you interact with the alien is pretty interesting.The game guides you where you
need to go, but doesn't hold your hand, so if you try to rush through it, you may make yourself more frustrated than need be.
- I'm currently trying to rid myself of an infection, and how you do it is kind of novel (in my opinion), but It's gonna take me
some practice to get through it (e.g., the longer take, you more your vision starts to blur).

I've now passed a the 2-hour mark in game time, so no refunds for me. that's okay, still having a good time.
==================================================================

Initial Impressions (Completed Through Mission 1)
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- If you watch the intro trailers, they give you a solid impression of what the game is about. But for those not wanting to watch:
You're a Government flunky who is to investigate some alien-based activities going on somewhere where there is a lot of snow
and ice. At this facility (what I used to call 'somewhere'), you have to follow a strict set of procedures to make it into the
facility. Once inside the facility, you get suited up and prepped to find out what is going on, again following a set of strict
procedures. And that is a generalized summary of Mission 1.
- The control schemes are poorly explained (you get a 'title' for the controls, but no picture explaining what does what). All I can
say for sure is that the last option 'Traditional Controls', gives you thumbstick-based locomotion and smooth turning (which
works for myself; using an Oculus Touch). Some might say the smooth turning has a single, slow speed, but for Mission 1 it
suffices (plus the game strongly encourages 360 degree tracking).
- The graphics are adequate, and do a good job of setting the mood and ambiance of being outdoors, and going through the
initial corridors. When outside in the snow, the graphics seemed 'blurry' at first, but then I realized the effect was like that of
wearing snow goggles with droplets running down the goggles (although I had no impression that i was wearing goggles).
For old farts like myself, this game reminds me for some reason of an old PlayStation 1 game, Broken Helix (at least with
regards to how the game sets itself up).
- Gameplay through Mission 1 is fairly basic, and largely consists of slight exploration and problem\/puzzle solving. What gets
tricky, though, is that prior puzzle results can be referenced in newer puzzles; a nice touch I thought. Some memorization will be
required.
On occasion, some of the puzzles\/scenarios caused me to fumble around for a bit before my brain woke up and slapped me for
being an idiot. This is a game where some things you need to do are not highlighted in a bright neon color crying out 'Please
Come Here and Do This to Me'.
- The story makes multiple attempts at in-your-face humor, and some more subtle attempts. All attempts are well-intended, and
only you can make the call as to whether or not they are funny. For myself, the humor provided welcome relief from the overall
serious tone of Mission 1 . Your character is a male, and recently divorced, which is where some of the humor centers around.
- Some aspects of the Mission 1 will cause you to physically crouch to conduct an action.
- There were also a few occasions where when coming close to certain objects, that all of a sudden you are on top of the
object,but further away. This may not sound bad, but if you have to crouch down to do something to the object, you may
wonder if you've reached through the floor.

While I can't say I am bursting at the seems to play Mission 2, I am sufficiently intrigued to see what happens in Mission 2, and
how the gameplay evolves. No plan to refund at this time.. I tried the game, died right off the bat. Reloaded and chose another
option at the place where I died. Died right away again. I played 26 minutes total, it was not fun.. looking forward to purchase a
farm land myself someday. It seems cool, it seems nice, but it's a trap. It's not close from being a solid platformer. The music is
nice, I must say, but the game is deadly short and Storm is not that easy to control. All the nice mechanics are in the bonus
levels. There are some cool parts in the game that are hommages to older games.

It's not worth 5$ at all in my humble opinion.. History repeats.
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